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Abstract
In this paper a precompact shape theory is investigated. Necessary and sufficient conditions are
found for which the precompact shapes of remainders are coinsided. An intrinsically characterization
of ˇCech (co)homology groups of remainders is given. Border cohomological dimension, dim∞
A
X,
and coefficient of border cyclicity, η∞
A
X, are defined and the inequality dim∞
A
X  dimA(cX\X)
and the equality η∞A X = ηA(cX \X) are proved for a space X normally adjoined to its remainder.
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Introduction
The motivation for this paper are the following problems.
Problem I (See [19, p. 332]). Find necessary and sufficient conditionsRP , at least for the
class of spaces with a countable base, for each space X of this class to have at least one
remainder Nc = cX\X with some given topological property P .
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Problem II (See [19, p. 334]). Find, at least for the class of spaces with a countable base,
necessary and sufficient conditions LP for the remainder Nc = cX\X to have a given
topological property P , for each proximity space X of this class.
The present paper consisting of two sections is devoted to the study of Problem I and
Problem II for following properties.
(i) n-dimensional relative (co)homology group of remainder is a given group;
(ii) shape of remainder is shape of a given space.
The special interesting aspects of these topics were investigated by Ball [4], Calder [5],
Keesling [10,11], Keesling and Sher [12], and Smirnov [19] (see also [14, III, §4]).
The purpose of Section 1 is to study uniform shape theory for precompact spaces [9]
by the inverse system approach [14]. As in [15], in our development we use uniform
resolutions and ˇCech systems. The main theorem of Section 1 gives a characterization
of precompact shape push(cX\X) of remainder of precompact space X. In detail, let X be
a precompact uniform space. An extendable fringe of X in the sense of Smirnov [19–21]
is a finite collection α = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} of open sets of X such that F = X \⋃ni=1 Gi
is compact, and for every open neighborhood G0 of F the family {G0,G1, . . . ,Gn} is a
uniform covering of X. With each precompact space X we associate a ˇCech border inverse
system C∞u (X) = (Xα, [pαα′ ]u, cov∞u (X)) over the set cov∞u (X) of all extendable fringes
α of X ordered by the refinement. The term Xα of C∞u (X) is the uniform realization
of the nerve |N(α)|u of α. The bonding morphism [pαα′ ]u :Xα′ → Xα is the semi-
uniform homotopy class of the projection pαα′ : |N(α′)|u → |N(α)|u. Note that C∞u (X)
belongs to the pro-category pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif) of semi-uniform homotopy category
of precompact ANRU-spaces.
Let cX be the compactification of X corresponding to the precompact uniformity on X
[8,9]. According to [20,21], we say that X is normally adjoined to its remainder cX \ X,
if every two disjoint closed sets of cX \ X are separated by disjoint open sets of cX. The
main result of Section 1 is:
Theorem 1.10. Let X and Y be precompact spaces normally adjoined to their remainders.
Then push(cX\X) = push(cY\Y ) if and only if the ˇCech border inverse systems C∞u (X)
and C∞u (Y ) are isomorphic objects in the category pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif).
In Section 2 we study relative ˇCech homology and cohomology groups of the
remainders of precompact spaces. Analogous to the constructions of ˇCech homology and
cohomology groups [7], using extendable fringes we give definitions of border homology
and cohomology groups H∞n (X,X0;A) and Hn∞(X,X0;A) of the closed pair (X,X0) of
precompact spaces with coefficients in a given Abelian group A and prove following:
Theorem 2.2. Let (X,X0) be a closed pair of precompact spaces. If X is normally adjoined
to its remainder then
Hˇ
f
n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A)= H∞n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A),
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Hˇ nf (cX\X,cX0\X0;A)= Hn∞(cX\X,cX0\X0;A).A characterization of the absolute ˇCech cohomology group of a remainder was given
by Smirnov. In [19] was announced (without proof ) that Hˇ nf (cX \ X;G) = Hn∞(X;G)
for precompact spaces satisfying the bicompact axiom of countability [18]. A space X
is satisfying the bicompact axiom of countability if for each compact subset B ⊆ X
there exists a compact subset B ′ such that B ⊆ B ′ ⊆ X and B ′ has countable (or finite)
fundamental system of neighborhoods. The class of spaces satisfying the bicompact
axiom of countability is sufficiently large. The categories of locally compact spaces,
ˇCech complete spaces, and metrizable spaces are full subcategories of category of spaces
satisfying the bicompact axiom of countability. Note also that each space with the
bicompact axiom of countability is normally adjoined to its remainder [21].
In addition in Section 2 we define border cohomological dimension dim∞A X and
coefficient of border cyclicity η∞A X of a precompact space X and prove that dim
∞
A X 
dimA(cX\X) and η∞A X = ηA(cX \ X) for each precompact spaces normally adjoined to
its remainder.
Throughout the paper Unif denotes the category of uniform spaces and uniform maps,
and pUnif, ANRU, UPol denote the full subcategories of Unif consisting of all precompact
spaces, all ANRU-spaces and all uniform polyhedra, respectively. The symbols CRH and
Ab denote the category of completely regular Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps, and
the category of Abelian groups and homomorphisms, respectively.
For each covering V of a set Y , two maps f,g :X → Y are said to be V-near, denoted
(f, g) < V , if for each point x ∈X,f (x), g(x) ∈ V for some V ∈ V . By |K|u we denote the
uniform realization of each finite-dimensional simplicial complex K [9]. Let X∗Y denotes
the semi-uniform product of uniform spaces X and Y [9]. A semi-uniform homotopy
of uniform maps f,g :X → Y is a uniform map H :X ∗ I → Y such that H0 = f and
H1 = g. Semi-uniform homotopy equivalence is denoted by u. The symbol [f ]u denotes
the semi-uniform homotopy class of uniform map f . By H(Unif ), H(pUnif ), H(ANRU)
and H(UPol) we denote the semi-uniform homotopy categories of Unif, pUnif, ANRU
and UPol, respectively.
Let C be any of the above categories. The symbol pro-C denotes the pro-category [14]
of C. By C2 we denote the category whose objects are the pairs (X,X0) of uniform spaces
or topological spaces with X and X0 objects of C. The morphisms of C2 are uniform maps
of pairs or continuous maps of pairs.
The symbol Z denotes the group of integer numbers.
Without any specification we will use definitions and notions from the theory of uniform
spaces [8,9], from shape theory [14] and from homology theory [7]. Finally note that some
results of this paper were announced in [2,3].
1. On the precompact shape of the remainder
Uniform shape theory is a new branch of classical shape theory. It is an extension of
uniform homotopy theory of uniform spaces having the uniform homotopy type of ANRU-
spaces. Recently Segal et al. [17] using semi-uniform topology have given a construction
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of strong shape theory for finitistic uniform spaces [17]. Miyata [15] defined and studied
classical shape theory for such spaces. In this section the construction of Miyata’s shape
theory for precompact uniform spaces is given.
In [15,17] a uniform version of resolution [13] was defined. Here are the details.
Let X ∈ Unif. An uniform resolution of X (with respect to ANRU) is an inverse system
X = (Xα,pαα′,A) in Unif together with a morphism p :X → X in pro-Unif satisfying
the following conditions.
(UR1) Let P be an ANRU, V a uniform covering of P and h :X → P a uniform map.
Then there exists an index α ∈ A and an uniform map f :Xα → P such that f ·pα
and h are V-near maps, i.e., (f · pα,h) < V .
(UR2 ) Let P be an ANRU and V a uniform covering of P . Then there exists a uniform
covering V ′ of P with the following property.
If α ∈ A and f,f ′ :Xα → P are uniform maps such that (f · pα,f ′ · pα) < V ′ then
there exists an index α′  α such that (f · pαα′, f ′ · pαα′) < V .
A uniform precompact polyhedral (ANRU-)resolution is an uniform resolution p :X →
X = (Xα,pαα′,A) such that all Xα are uniform precompact polyhedral (ANRU-)spaces.
A uniform resolution of a uniform map f :X → Y is a triple (p, q,f ) consisting of
uniform resolutions p :X → X of X, q :Y → Y of Y and of a system map f = (fβ,ϕ)
such that f · p = q · f and ϕ :B →A is an increasing function.
A triple (p, q,f ) is a uniform precompact polyhedral (ANRU-)resolution of a uniform
map f :X → Y if p and q are system maps into uniform precompact polyhedral
(ANRU-)inverse systems.
Theorem 1.1. Each uniform map f :X → Y of precompact uniform spaces admits an
uniform precompact finite dimensional polyhedral resolution.
Proof. We can prove this similarly to Theorem 10 of [13], using Theorem IV.6 of [9]. 
From Theorem 1.1 and Theorem V.15 of [9] follows:
Corollary 1.2. Every uniform map f :X → Y of precompact uniform spaces has a uniform
precompact ANRU-resolution.
Let f = 1Y :Y → Y be the identity uniform map. From Theorem 1 we obtain these
results.
Corollary 1.3 (Comp. Theorem 1.8 [17]). Every precompact uniform space X admits a
uniform precompact finite dimensional polyhedral resolution.
Corollary 1.4 (Comp. Theorem 1.9 [17]). Every precompact uniform space X admits a
uniform precompact ANRU-resolution.
We need the following lemmas.
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Lemma 1.5. Let X be a precompact space, P ∈ ANRU and f :X → P a uniform map.
Then there exists a precompact ANRU-space Q and uniform maps h :X → Q, g :Q → P
such that g · h = f.
Proof. Let c(f (X)) be the completion of f (X). It is a compact space, because f (X) is
a precompact space. There exists an embedding i : c(f (X)) → Im in the Tychonoff cube
Im, where m = w(c(f (X))) is the weight of c(f (X)). The composition i · c :f (X) → Im
is a uniform embedding and we can consider f (X) as an uniform subspace of Im. By
Theorem 9 of [9, p. 40] and Proposition 12 of [9, p. 41] follows that Im is an injective space
[9]. By Proposition 28 of [9, p. 22], and Proposition 14 of [9, p. 82] the uniform inclusion
map j :f (X) → P has uniform extension g :Q → P on some uniform neighborhood
Q of f (X) in Im. It is clear that Q ∈ ANRU and Q is a precompact space. The map
h= i · c · f :X →Q is desired map and f = g · h. 
Lemma 1.6. Let X be a precompact space, P,P ′ ∈ ANRU ∩ pUnif and f :X → P ′,
g1, g2 :P
′ → P be uniform maps such that g1 · f u g2 · f. Then there exist a precompact
ANRU-space P ′′ and uniform maps f ′ :X → P ′′ and g :P ′′ → P such that g ·f ′ = f and
g1 · g u g2 · g.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 of [15] there exists an ANRU-space P ′′1 and uniform maps f ′1 :X →
P ′′1 , g′1 :P ′′1 → P such that g1 · f ′1 = f and g1 · g′1 u g2 · g′1.
By Lemma 1.5 there exist a precompact ANRU-space P ′′ and uniform maps f ′ :X →
P ′′, r :P ′′ → P ′′1 such that f ′1 = r · f ′. Let g = g′1 · r. Consequently f = g′1 · f ′1 =
g′1 · r · f ′ = g · f ′ and g1 · g u g2 · g. 
We have the following:
Theorem 1.7. Let p = (pα) :X → X = (Xα,pαα′,A) be a uniform precompact ANRU-
resolution of a precompact uniform space X. Then [p]u = ([pα]u) :X → [X]u =
(Xα, [pαα′ ]u,A) is an H(pUnif )-expansion of X with respect to H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
Proof. By Theorem 1 of [14, Chapter I, §2.1], it suffices to show that the conditions (AE1)
and (AE2) for expansion are held. It is clear that Lemma 2.5 of [15] and the condition
(UR1) for uniform resolution imply the condition (AE1). Also note that Lemma 1.6 and
the conditions (UR1) and (UR2) for uniform resolution imply the condition (AE2). 
Let X be a precompact space. Consider the set covfu (X) of all finite uniform coverings
of X. The set covfu (X) is ordered by refinement and it is also a directed cofinal subset of
the set covu(X) of all uniform coverings of X. Let XU be uniform realization of the nerve
|N(U)|u of U ∈ covfu (X) and let pUU ′ :XU ′ → XU be the connecting map of XU ′ into XU
for U ′  U . The family Cfu (X) = (XU , [pUU ′ ]u, covfu (X)) is inverse system of category
H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
Let pU :X → XU be the canonical map of X into XU for each U ∈ covfu (X). The family
[p]u = ([pU ]u) is a morphism of pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ) from X into Cfu (X).
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From Theorem 2.11 of [15], Lemmaa 1.5 and 1.6 we obtain following:Theorem 1.8. For each precompact space X the morphism [p]u :X → Cfu (X) is an
H(ANRU ∩ pUnif )-expansion.
Using Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.8 we can define the precompact shape category
puSH. By definition puSH is the abstract shape category SH(M,N ), where M =
H(pUnif ) and N = H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
According to [14, I, §2.3] the objects of puSH are all precompact spaces. The
precompact shape morphisms F :X → Y of puSH are given by triples ([p]u, [q]u, [f ]u),
where [p]u :X → [X]u, [q]u :Y → [Y ]u are H(ANRU ∩ pUnif )-expansions of X and
Y , respectively, and [f ]u : [X]u → [Y ]u is a morphism of pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ) [14,
I, §1.1]. In particular, one can take for [p]u and [q]u morphisms induced by uniform
precompact ANRU-resolutions p :X → X and q :Y → Y . Also note that one can take for
[p]u and [q]u the ˇCech H(ANRU∩pUnif )-expansions [p]u :X →Cfu (X) and [q]u :Y →
C
f
u (Y ). The identity precompact shape morphism 1X :X → X is defined by the identity
morphism 1X :X →X of category pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
We say that precompact spaces X and Y have the same precompact shape and write
push(X) = push(Y ), provided they are isomorphic objects of the precompact shape
category puSH .
Now we are mainly interested in the intrinsically characterization of the precompact
shape of the remainder of a precompact space.
For each open set G of X, let O〈G〉 denotes the complement in cX of the closure
X\GcX, i.e., O〈G〉 = cX\X\GcX. Then O〈G〉 is the largest open set in cX such that
O〈G〉 ∩X = G [8].
In [21] Smirnov proved following:
Lemma 1.9. A collection {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} of open sets of the precompact space X is an
extendable fringe of X if and only if Nc ⊆⋃ni=1 O〈Gi〉 or there exist open in cX sets
H1,H2, . . . ,Hn such that Nc ⊆⋃ni=1 Hi and Hi ∩X = Gi for each i = 1,2, . . . , n.
The main theorem of Section 1 is:
Theorem 1.10. Let X and Y be precompact spaces normally adjoined to their remainders.
Then push(cX\X) = push(cY\Y ) if and only if the ˇCech border inverse systems C∞u (X)
and C∞u (Y ) are isomorphic objects of the category pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
The proof is based on the following:
Proposition 1.11. Let A be a δ-uniform covering [8] of the remainder Nc of a precompact
space X normally adjoined to Nc. There exists a δ-uniform open in Nc refinement B of
A which has swelling C consisting of open sets of cX. Also, if B′  B and C ′1 and C are
swellings of B′ and B, respectively, then there exists a swelling C ′ of B′ such that C ′  C ′1
and C ′  C.
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Proof. Let A = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} be a δ-uniform covering of Nc. Then there exists a
covering D = {D1,D2, . . . ,Dn} of Nc such that Di is strongly contained in Ai , Di  Ai ,
i.e., Di is far from X \ Ai for each i = 1,2, . . . , n [8]. By virtue SI5 of ([8], p. 558) there
exist open sets V1,V2, . . . , Vn and G1,G2, . . . ,Gn of Nc such that Di  Vi ⊂ V i Gi ⊆
Ai , i = 1,2, . . . , n.
By Lemma 4 of [21] there exists an open swelling {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn} of family
{V 1,V 2, . . . , V n} in cX such that Qi ∩ Nc ⊇ V i , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Now consider open
subsets G′i of cX such that G′i ∩ Nc = Gi, i = 1,2, . . . , n. The sets Ci = Qi ∩ G′i ,
i = 1,2, . . . , n, are open subsets of cX and V i ⊂ Ci ⊂ Qi , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Thus we
have V i ⊆ Ci ∩ Nc ⊂ Gi ⊂ Ai , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let Bi = Ci ∩ Nc. It is easy to see that
Di  Vi ⊂ V i ⊂ Bi ⊂ Ai, i = 1,2, . . . , n. The family B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bn} is a δ-uniform
refinement of A. Also note that B is an open covering of Nc and V i ⊂ Bi ⊂ Ci ⊂ Qi ,
i = 1,2, . . . , n. Hence, the family C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} is an open swelling of B.
Let B′ = {B ′1,B ′2, . . . ,B ′n}  B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bn} and C ′1 = {C1 ′1 ,C1 ′2 , . . . ,C1 ′n } andC = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} be swellings of B′ and B, respectively. Let B ′i ⊆ Bij , j =
1,2, . . . , pi . Consider intersections
C′i = C1 ′i ∩
pi⋂
j=1
Cij , i = 1,2, . . . , n.
Let C ′ = {C′1,C′2, . . . ,C′n}. Note that B ′i ⊂ C′i ⊂ C1 ′i , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Hence, C ′ ={C′1,C′2, . . . ,C′n} is swelling of B′ and C ′  C′1 and C ′  C. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Let covfδu(Nc) be the set of all δ-uniform open coverings of
remainder Nc of the precompact space X which have open swellings in cX. By Proposition
1.11 covfδu(Nc) is a cofinal subset of cov
f
u (Nc). Let C
f
δu(Nc) = (NcB, [pBB′ ]u, covfδu(Nc))
be a subsystem of Cfu (Nc). By [14, Theorem 1, Chapter I, §1.1, Remark 2, Chapter I, §2.1]
and Theorem 1.8 we conclude that [p]u :Nc → Cfδu(Nc) is a pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif )-
expansion of Nc.
Consider the set Λ(B) = {λ = (B,C)} of all pairs consisting of δ-uniform open
coverings B ∈ covfδu(Nc) and their open swellings C in cX. Let
Λ =
⋃
B∈ covfδu(Nc)
Λ(B).
Λ forms a directed set provided λ′ = (B′,C ′) λ = (B,C) means B′  B and C ′  C .
Let Nλc = |N(C)|u for λ = (B,C) ∈ Λ and let [pλλ′ ]u :Nλ ′c → Nλc be defined as the semi-
uniform homotopy class of the connecting maps of N(C ′) into N(C) for the pair λ′  λ.
Then the system Nc = (Nλc , [pλλ′ ]u,Λ) is an inverse system in pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
We claim that Cfδu(Nc) and Nc are isomorphic objects of the category pro-H(ANRU ∩
pUnif ). There is a function ϕ :Cfδu(Nc) → Λ defined as follows: ϕ(B) = λ, where λ is
some pair (B,C) corresponding to B ∈ covfδu(Nc). Let fB :Nλc → NcB be the isomorphic
simplicial map. The class f represented by ([fB]u,ϕ) is a morphism from Nc to Cfδu(Nc).
Really, let B′  B be a pair of covfδu(Nc) and C and C ′ be swellings in cX of B and B′,
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respectively. By Proposition 1.11 there exists a swelling C ′′ ofB′ such that C ′′  C ′,C ′′  C .
Let λ = (B,C), λ′ = (B′,C ′) and λ′′ = (B′,C ′′). It is clear that λ′′  λ,λ′. The morphisms
[fB]u · [pλλ′′ ]u :Nλ′′c →NcB and [pBB′ ]u · [fB′ ]u · [pλ′λ′′ ]u :Nλ′′c → NcB are just the same
morphisms of the category H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
There is a morphism of the systems g :Cfδu(Nc) → Nc defined as the class of the
morphism ([gλ]u,ψ) :Cfδu(Nc) → Nc, where ψ(λ) = B for each λ = (B,C) ∈ Λ and
gλ :NcB → Nλc is the isomorphic simplicial map. Then ([gλ]u,ψ) is a morphism of inverse
systems. Indeed, if λ = (B,C)  λ′ = (B′,C ′) then B  B′. Therefore, the morphisms
[pλλ′ ]u · [gλ′ ]u :NcB′ → Nλc and [gλ]u · [pBB′ ]u :NcB′ → Nλc are just the same morphisms
of the category H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
Note that ([gλ]u,ψ) ◦ ([fB]u,ϕ) and ([1Nλc ]u,1Λ) are equivalent morphisms. Indeed,
for each λ = (B,C), the maps gλ :NcB → Nλc and fψ(λ) :Nλ′c →NcB, where λ′ =
(B,C ′) = ϕ(ψ(λ)), are the isomorphic simplicial maps. By Proposition 1.11 there exists a
swelling C ′′ of B such that C ′′  C and C ′′  C ′. Let λ′′ = (B,C ′′). It is clear that λ′′  λ,λ′
and [gλ]u· [fψ(λ)]u · [pλ′λ′′ ]u = [1Nλc ]u · [pλλ′′ ]u. Hence, g · f = 1Nc .
Now show that ([fB]u,ϕ) ◦ ([gλ]u,ψ) and ([1Nλc B ]u,1covfδu(Nc)) are equivalent mor-
phisms. Let ϕ(B) = λ = (B,C) for B ∈ covfδu(Nc). Note that [fB]u · [gϕ(B)]u = [1NcB ]u.
Hence, f · g = 1
C
f
δu(Nc)
.
Now claim that the ˇCech border inverse system C∞u (X) = (Xα, [pαα′ ]u, cov∞u (X))
and the inverse system Nc = (Nλc , [pλλ′ ]u,Λ) are isomorphic objects of the category
pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
Let α = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} be an extendable open fringe of the precompact space
X. Let O(α) be the family {O〈G1〉,O〈G2〉, . . . ,O〈Gn〉}. Let G0 be an arbitrary open
neighborhood of the compact set F = X\⋃ni=1 Gi. The family {G0,G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} is a
uniform covering of X and cX =⋃ni=1 O〈Gi〉. It is clear that
n⋃
i=1
O〈Gi〉 ⊇ cX\O〈G0〉 ⊇ cX\X = Nc.
The family {O〈G0〉,O〈G1〉, . . . ,O〈Gn〉} is an open uniform covering of cX. The
restriction {O〈G0〉∩Nc,O〈G1〉∩Nc, . . . ,O〈Gn〉∩Nc} = {∅,O〈G1〉∩Nc, . . . ,O〈Gn〉∩
Nc} = O(α)|Nc is a uniform covering of Nc. Let A = O(α)|Nc . By Proposition 1.11
there exists a δ-uniform open refinement B of A which has an open swelling C ′ =
{C′1,C′2, . . . ,C′n} in cX. Let Ci = C′i ∩ O〈Gi〉, i = 1,2, . . . , n. The family C ={C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} is an open swelling of B and C  O(α). Then C|X = {C1 ∩ X,C2 ∩
X, . . . ,Cn ∩ X} is an extendable fringe of X refining α. Consequently, the set of all C|X,
where C is the second coordinate of the index λ = (B,C) ∈ Λ, is a cofinal subset of
cov∞u (X). The function∣∣N(C)∣∣
u
→ ∣∣N(C|X)∣∣u :Ci → Ci ∩X, i = 1,2, . . . , n
defines an isomorphism between |N(C)|u and |N(C|X)|u as uniform simplicial complexes.
These isomorphisms define the isomorphism h :Nc → C∞u (X). The composition
tX = h ◦ f :Cfδu(Nc) →C∞u (X)
is an isomorphism in category pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
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Let X and Y be precompact spaces normally adjoined to their remainders cX\X
and cY\Y, respectively. Assume that push(cX\X) = push(cY\Y ). Then there exist
precompact shape morphisms F : cX\X → cY\Y and G : cY\Y → cX\X such that
G ◦ F = 1cX\X and F ◦G = 1cY\Y . Assume that the precompact shape morphisms F and
G are determined by the morphisms f ′ :Cfδu(cX\X) → Cfδu(cY\Y ) and g′ :Cfδu(cY\Y )→
C
f
δu(cX\X), respectively. Consider the morphisms tY ·f ′ ·(tX)−1 :C∞u (X) →C∞u (Y ) and
tX · g′ · (tY )−1 :C∞u (Y ) → C∞u (X). Note that tX · g′ · (tY )−1 · tY · f ′ · (tX)−1 = 1C∞u (X)
and tY · f ′ · (tX)−1 · tX · g′ · (tY )−1 = 1C∞u (Y ). That is C∞u (X) and C∞u (Y ) are isomorphic
objects of the category pro-H(ANRU ∩ pUnif ).
Now assume that the morphisms k :C∞u (X) → C∞u (Y ) and l :C∞u (Y ) → C∞u (X)
exist such that l · k = 1C∞u (X) and k · l = 1C∞u (Y ). The precompact shape morphisms
F = [(tY )−1 · k · tX] and G = [(tX)−1 · l · tY ] satisfy the conditions G · F = 1cX\X and
F ·G = 1cY\Y . Hence, push(cX\X) = push(cY\Y ). 
2. On the (co)homology group of the remainder
The results of this section include a intrinsically characterization of ˇCech homology
and ˇCech cohomology groups of the remainders. Let (cX, cX0) be the compactification of
a closed pair (X,X0) ∈ CRH2 corresponding to a precompact uniformity U on X. In this
section we are mainly interested in the following question:
Find necessary and sufficient conditions for which a closed pair (X,X0) ∈ pUnif2((X,
X0) ∈ CRH2) has a remainder (cX\X,cX0\X0) with given ˇCech homology group
Hˇ
f
n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A) and ˇCech cohomology group Hˇ nf (cX\X, cX0\X0;A) based on
all finite open coverings [7].
We now give the definition of border homology and cohomology groups H∞n (X,X0;A)
and Hn∞(X,X0;A) of pair (X,X0) ∈ pUnif2 with coefficients in any Abelian group
A ∈ Ab.
Let α = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} ∈ cov∞u (X) be an extendable fringe of the precompact space
X. We show that the restriction α|X0 = {G1 ∩X0,G2 ∩X0, . . . ,Gn ∩X0} is an extendable
fringe of X0. Note that
X0\
n⋃
i=1
(Gi ∩X0) = X0
∖(( n⋃
i=1
Gi
)
∩X0
)
= X0\
(
(X\F) ∩X0
)= X0\(X\F) = X0 ∩F.
Hence, the set X0 ∩ F is a compact subspace of X0. By Lemma 1.9 there exists
open in cX sets H1,H2, . . . ,Hn such that
⋃n
i=1 Hi ⊇ cX\X and Hi ∩ X = Gi for each
i = 1,2, . . . , n. The sets Hi ∩cX0, i = 1,2, . . . , n, are open in cX0 and⋃ni=1(Hi ∩cX0) =
(
⋃n
i=1 Hi) ∩ cX0 ⊇ (cX\X) ∩ cX0 = cX0\X0.
By Lemma 1.9 the family {(H1 ∩ cX0)∩X0, (H2 ∩ cX0)∩X0, . . . , (Hn ∩ cX0)∩X0}
is an extendable fringe of X0. It is clear that
(Hi ∩ cX0)∩X0 = Hi ∩X0 = Hi ∩X ∩X0 = Gi ∩X0, i = 1,2, . . . , n.
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Consequently, the family α|X0 = {G1 ∩X0,G2 ∩X0, . . . ,Gn ∩X0} is an extendable fringe
of X0.
Conversely, suppose that β = {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn} is an extendable fringe of X0. By
Lemma 1.9 there exist open in cX0 sets P1,P2, . . . ,Pn such that Pi ∩ X0 = Qi, i =
1,2, . . . , n, and
⋃n
i=1 Pi ⊇ cX0\X0. There exist open subsets P˜1, P˜2, . . . , P˜n of the space
cX satisfying the equalities P˜1 ∩ cX0 = P1, P˜2 ∩ cX0 = P2, . . . , P˜n ∩ cX0 = Pn. Observe
that the family {P˜1, P˜2, . . . , P˜n, cX\cX0} is an open internal covering of cX\X. Really,
cX\X ⊂ cX\X0 = (cX\cX0)∪ (cX0\X0)
⊆ (cX\cX0)∪
n⋃
i=1
Pi ⊆ (cX\cX0)∪
n⋃
i=1
P˜i .
Let P˜i ∩ X = Gi, i = 1,2, . . . , n, and (cX\cX0) ∩ X = Gn+1. By Lemma 1.9 the
family α = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn,Gn+1} is an extendable fringe of X. Note that
Gi ∩X0 =
(
P˜i ∩X
)∩X0 = P˜i ∩X0 = P˜i ∩ cX0 ∩X0 = Pi ∩X0 = Qi
for each i = 1,2, . . . , n and
Gn+1 ∩X0 = (cX\cX0)∩X ∩X0 = (cX\cX0)∩X0 = ∅.
We have
n+1⋃
i=1
Gi =
(
n⋃
i=1
Gi
)
∪Gn+1 = (X0\F)∪ (X\X0) = X\F.
Hence, α is an extendable fringe of X and α|X0 = β . We have obtained following
proposition.
Proposition 2.1. The set {α|X0 |α ∈ cov∞u (X)} is a cofinal subset of the set cov∞u (X0).
Let (X,X0) ∈ pUnif2 be a closed pair of precompact spaces. Let Xα and X0α be the
nerves N(α) and N(α|X0 ) of α and α|X0 , respectively, for each α ∈ cov∞u (X). Consider the
simplicial projections pαα′ : (Xα′,X0α′) → (Xα,X0α) for each pair α′  α in cov∞u (X).
Thus we obtain the inverse system(
Hn(Xα,X0α;A),Hn(pαα′), cov∞u (X)
)
and the direct system(
Hn(Xα,X0α;A),Hn(pαα′), cov∞u (X)
)
in the category Ab. Here Hn(Xα,X0α;A) and Hn(Xα,X0α;A) are simplicial homology
and cohomology groups with coefficients in any Abelian group A, respectively. Now define
n-dimensional border homology group H∞n (X,X0;A) and border cohomology group
Hn∞(X,X0;A) with coefficients in A by the formulas:
H∞n (X,X0;A)= lim←
(
Hn(Xα,X0α;A),Hn(pαα′), cov∞u (X)
)
,
Hn∞(X,X0;A)= lim→
(
Hn(Xα,X0α;A),Hn(pαα′), cov∞u (X)
)
.
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By pUnif2c we denote the subcategory of the category pUnif2 consisting of all closed
pairs (X,X0) of precompact spaces and their uniform perfect maps f : (X,X0) →
(Y,Y0). Let f−1 : cov∞u (Y ) → cov∞u (X) be the function defined by f−1(β) = {f−1(G1),
f−1(G2), . . . , f−1(Gn)} for β = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} ∈ cov∞u (Y ). The family f−1(β) is
an extendable fringe of X. Indeed, let F = Y\⋃ni=1 Gi . The inverse image f−1(F )
is a compact subspace of X. For each open neighborhood V0 of f−1(F ) there ex-
ist an open neighborhood G0 of F such that f−1(F ) ⊂ f−1(G0) ⊂ V0. The fam-
ily {f−1(G0), f−1(G1), f−1(G2), . . . , f−1(Gn)} as the inverse image of the uniform
covering {G0,G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} is a uniform covering and it is the refinement of
{V0, f−1(G1), f−1(G2), . . . , f−1(Gn)}. Hence, {V0, f−1(G1), f−1(G2), . . . , f−1(Gn)}
is a uniform covering of X and so f−1(β) ∈ cov∞u (X). Thus, there are the mor-
phisms Φn(f ) = (Hn(fβ), f−1) from the inverse system (Hn(Xα, X0α; A),Hn (pαα′),
cov∞u (X)) into the inverse system (Hn(Yβ,Y0β;A),Hn(qββ ′), cov∞u (Y )) and Φn(f ) =
(Hn(fβ), f
−1) from the direct system (Hn(Yβ,Y0β;A),Hn(qββ ′), cov∞u (Y )) into the di-
rect system (Hn(Xα,X0α;A),Hn(pαα′), cov∞u (X)). These induce the homomorphisms of
n-dimensional border homology and border cohomology groups:
f∗n = lim← Φn(f ) :H
∞
n (X,X0;A)→H∞n (Y,Y0;A),
f n∗ = lim→ Φ
n(f ) :Hn∞(Y,Y0;A)→ Hn∞(X,X0;A).
Consequently, for each n ∈ Z H∞n (_,_;A) and Hn∞(_,_;A) define covariant and
contravariant functors
H∞n (_,_;A) : pUnif2c → Ab, Hn∞(_,_;A) : pUnif2c → Ab
such that H∞n (_,_;A)(X,X0) = H∞n (X,X0;A), Hn∞(_,_;A)(X,X0) = Hn∞(X,X0; A)
for each (X,X0) ∈ pUnif2c and H∞n (_,_;A)(f ) = f∗n, Hn∞(_,_;A)(f ) = f n∗ for each
uniform perfect map f : (X,X0) → (Y,Y0).
The boundary homomorphism ∂n :H∞n (X,X0;A)→ H∞n−1(X0;A) and the coboundary
homomorphism δn :Hn∞(X0;A) → Hn+1∞ (X,X0;A) are also defined as in [7]. The
families H∞∗ = (H∞n , ∂n) and H ∗∞ = (Hn∞, δn) are called the border homology theory and
border cohomology theory on pUnif2c with coefficients in Abelian group A, respectively.
The border homology theory is a partially exact [7] theory and the border cohomology
theory is an exact [7] theory.
Next we shall show the following:
Theorem 2.2. Let (X,X0) be a closed pair of precompact spaces. If X is normally adjoined
to its remainder then
Hˇ
f
n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A)= H∞n (X,X0;A),
Hˇ nf (cX\X,cX0\X0;A)= Hn∞(X,X0;A).
In the proof we need the following:
Proposition 2.3. If a space X is normally adjoined to its remainder Nc = cX\X then for
each open finite covering A of Nc there exists an open finite covering B of Nc such that
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B  A and B has an open swelling C in cX. In addition, if B′  B and C ′ and C are1
swellings of B′ and B, respectively, then there exists a swelling C ′ of B′ such that C ′  C ′1
and C ′  C .
Proof. Let A = {A1,A2, . . . ,An} be an open covering of the remainder Nc . By the
condition of the proposition the remainder Nc is a normal space. There exists a closed
refinement {V1,V2, . . . , Vn} of A in Nc such that Vi ⊂ Ai , i = 1,2, . . . , n. By Lemma 4
of [21] there exists open in cX a swelling {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qn} of {V1,V2, . . . , Vn} such that
Qi ∩Nc ⊇ Vi , i = 1,2, . . . , n.
Let A′i , i = 1,2, . . . , n, be an open subset of cX such that A′i ∩ Nc = Ai . Consider the
sets Ci = Qi ∩A′i , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Note that Ci are open sets of cX for each i = 1,2, . . . , n.
Assume that Bi = Ci ∩ Nc , i = 1,2, . . . , n. The family B = {B1,B2, . . . ,Bn} is an open
covering of Nc and B  A. Note that Vi ⊂ Bi ⊂ Ci ⊂ Qi , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Consequently,
C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} is the required swelling of B. Afterwards the proof proceeds as in
the proof of Proposition 1.11. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let covf (Nc) be the set of all open finite coverings of Nc . By
cov
f
e (Nc) denote the set of all open finite coverings of Nc having open swellings in cX.
By Proposition 2.3 it is a cofinal subset of covf (Nc). Consequently,
Hˇ
f
n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A) lim←
(
Hn(NcB,NcoB;A),Hn(pBB′), covfe (Nc)
)
.
Consider the set Λ(B) = {λ = (B,C)} of all pairs consisting of all open finite coverings
B ∈ covfe (Nc) and their open swellings C in cX. Let
Λ =
⋃
B∈ covfe (Nc)
Λ(B)
Λ forms a directed ordered set provided λ′ = (B′,C ′)  λ = (B,C) means B′  B
and C ′  C . Let Nλc = |N(C)| and let Nλc0 be subcomplex N(C0) of N(C) isomorphic
to NcoB. Let pλλ′ be the simplicial map induced by pair C ′  C . Hence, the family
(Hn(N
λ
c ,N
λ
co
;A),Hn(pλλ′),Λ) is an inverse system in the category Ab.
Let ϕ :Λ→ covfe (Nc) be the function defined by formula:
ϕ(λ) = B, λ= (B,C)∈ Λ.
It is clear that ϕ(Λ) = covfe (Nc) and for each λ ∈ Λ the pair of simplicial complexes
(Nλc ,N
λ
co
) is isomorphic to the pair (NcB,NcoB). By Theorem VIII.3.15 of [7] we have an
isomorphism:
Hˇ
f
n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A) lim←
(
Hn
(
Nλc ,N
λ
co
;A),Hn(pλλ′),Λ).
Let α = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} be an extendable fringe of X,α ∈ cov∞u (X). By Lemma 1.9
there exist open in cX sets H1,H2, . . . ,Hn such that Hi ∩ X = Gi , i = 1,2, . . . , n and
Nc ⊆⋃∞i=1 Hi . The family A = {H1 ∩ Nc,H2 ∩ Nc, . . . ,Hn ∩ Nc} is an open covering
of Nc. By Proposition 2.3 we can choose a pair λ = (B,C) such that B  α and C|X  α.
Hence, the set of all C|X , where C is the second coordinate of the index λ = (B,C) ∈ Λ, is
a cofinal subset of cov∞u (X).
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The functionCi → Ci ∩X, Ci ∈ C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} ∈ λ = (B,C)
induces an isomorphism of the pairs (N(C),N(C0)) and (N(C|X),N(C|X0 )). Let α = C|X .
Let ψ :Λ→ cov∞u (X) be the function defined by formula:
ψ(λ) = α, λ = (B,C) ∈Λ, α = C|X .
For each λ = (B,C) ∈ Λ we have an isomorphism
Hn
(
Nλc ,N
λ
co
;A) Hn(Xα,X0α;A).
Note that ψ(Λ) is a cofinal subset of cov∞u (X). By Theorem VIII.3.15 of [7] there exists
an isomorphism
H∞n (X,X0;A) lim←
(
Hn
(
Nλc ,N
λ
co
;A),Hn(pλλ′),Λ).
Finally, the above three isomorphisms give an isomorphism
Hˇ
f
n (cX\X,cX0\X0;A) H∞n (X,X0;A).
The proof of second isomorphism
Hˇ nf (cX\X,cX0\X0;A) H∞n (X,X0;A)
is analogous. 
A fringe of completely regular Hausdorff space X is an extendable fringe of the space
X with largest precompact uniformity compatible with its topology [21]. By Lemma 2 of
[21] a fringe of the normal space X is a system α = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} of open sets such
that the complement F = X\⋃ni=1 Gi is compact. We have following:
Corollary 2.4. Let (X,X0) be a closed pair of normal spaces. If X is normally adjoined
to its Stone– ˇCech remainder then
Hˇ
f
n (βX\X,βX0\X0;A)= H∞n (X,X0;A),
Hˇ nf (βX\X,βX0\X0;A)= Hn∞(X,X0;A),
where H∞n (X,X0;A) and Hn∞(X,X0;A) are the border homology and cohomology
groups based on the index set cov∞(X) of all fringes of X.
Example. Let R+ = [0,∞) be the subspace of real line R. By Corollary 1 of [5]
and Corollary 3 of [21] the set Λ of all fringes with order  2 of R+ is cofinal
subset of cov∞(R+). For each α ∈ Λ there exists a number r ∈ R+ such that αr =
{Ui ∩ (R+ \ [0, r]), Ui ∈ α} is a refinement of α, N(αr ) is connected complex and,
hence, H0(N(αr );Z) = Z. Since ΛR+ = {αr | α ∈ Λ, r ∈ R+} is cofinal subset of Λ,
H∞0 (R+;Z) = lim← {H0(N(αr );Z),H0(pαrα′r′ ),ΛR+} = Z.
By Corollary 2.4, Hˇ f0 (βR+ \R+;Z)= Z.
Now show that H∞1 (R+;Z) is a subgroup of the group Hˇ f1 (R;Z). Let ϕ : covf (R) →
ΛR+ be a function induced by some homeomorphism ψ :R → (0,+∞). By definition,
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ϕ(β) = ψ(β), β ∈ covf (R). The family (H1(fβ),ϕ), where H1(fβ) :H1(N(ϕ(β));Z)→
H1(N(β);Z), β ∈ covf (R) are isomorphisms induced by the simplicial isomorphisms
fβ :N(ϕ(β)) → N(β), form a morphism from the inverse system {H1(N(αr );Z),
H1(pαrα′r′
),ΛR+} to the inverse system {H1(N(β);Z), H1(pββ ′), covf (R)}. The limit
homomorphism f∗ :H∞1 (R+;Z) → Hˇ f1 (R;Z) is a monomorphism. Indeed, let (yβ) ∈
Hˇ
f
1 (R;Z) and f∗((xα)) = (yβ). For each α0 = ϕ(β), β ∈ covf (R) we have xα0 = yβ.
Let αr = {U1,U2, . . . ,Un} ∈ ΛR+ \ covf (R) and α0 = {U1,U2, . . . ,Un, (0,∞)} ∈ ΛR+ .
The projection pα0αr :N(αr ) → N(α0) given by pα0αr (Ui) = Ui, i = 1,2, . . . , n is the
simplicial inclusion of N(αr ) into N(α0). It is clear that xαr = pα0αr∗(xαr ) = xα0 =
yψ−1(α0). Thus, the inverse image of (yβ) ∈ Hˇ f1 (R;Z) has only one element.
By Corollary 2.4, the group Hˇ f1 (βR+ \R+;Z) = 0 has property that it is a subgroup of
the group Hˇ f1 (R;Z).
For each n > 1 and α ∈ Λ, Zn(N(α);Z) = 0, Bn(N(α);Z) = 0 and, hence,
Hn(N(α);Z) = 0. So for n > 1 we get H∞n (R+;Z) = lim← {Hn(N(α);Z),Hn(pαα′),
Λ} = 0. By Corollary 2.4, Hˇ fn (βR+ \R+;Z) = 0 for each n > 1.
Definition 2.5. For every Abelian group A = 0, to every precompact space X one assigns
the border cohomological dimension of X denoted by dim∞A X, which is an integer larger
than or equal to −1 or +∞:
dim∞A X = −1 if and only if X is a compact space;
dim∞A X  n, where n = 0,1, . . . , if Hn+i∞ (X,X0;A) = 0 for every closed set X0 ⊂ X
and for i = 1,2, . . . ;
dim∞A X = n if dim∞A X  n and dim∞A X > n− 1;
dim∞A X = +∞ if dim∞A X  n for n = −1,0,1 . . . .
Theorem 2.6. If the precompact space X is normally adjoined to its remainder cX\X then
dim∞A X  dimA(cX\X),
where dimA(cX\X) is cohomological dimension of cX\X in the sense of Alexandroff [1].
Proof. The Theorem is obvious if dimA(cX\X) = +∞, so that one can suppose that
dimA(cX\X) < +∞.
It is clear that the inequality also holds if dimA(cX\X) = −1, because cX\X = ∅ and,
hence, X = cX is a compact space.
Let dimA(cX\X) = n, where −1 < n < +∞. Consider arbitrary closed subspace
X0 ⊂ X. Let cX0 be the closure of X0 in cX. The remainder cX0\X0 is a closed subset
of cX\X. By the assumption, we have Hˇ n+if (cX\X,cX0\X0;A) = 0 for i = 1,2, . . . .
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that Hn+i∞ (X,X0;A) = 0 for each i = 1,2, . . . . Hence,
dim∞A X  n= dimA(cX\X). 
Theorem 2.6 implies the following:
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Corollary 2.7. If a normal space X is normally adjoined to its Stone– ˇCech remainder then
dim∞A X  dimA(βX\X).
Definition 2.8. A coefficient of border cyclicity of precompact space X with respect to
Abelian group A denoted by η∞A X is equal to integer number n if Hm∞(X;A) = 0 for all
m > n and Hn∞(X;A) = 0. Moreover, we assume that η∞A X = −1 if X is a compact and
η∞A X = +∞ if for every m there exists an nm with Hn∞(X;A) = 0.
Theorem 2.9. If the precompact space X is normally adjoined to its remainder cX \ X
then
η∞A X = ηA(cX \X),
where ηA(cX \X) is cofficient of cyclicity of cX \X [16].
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
Corollary 2.10. If a normal space X is normally adjoined to its Stone– ˇCech remainder
then
η∞A X = ηA(βX \X).
Remark. A subset of a uniform space X is called U -open (U -closed) if it is the inverse
image of an open (closed) subset of the real line R under a bounded uniformly continuous
map [6]. In the constructions of groups Hˇ fn (X,X0;A) and Hˇ nf (X,X0;A) (H∞n (X,X0;A)
and Hn∞(X,X0;A)) we can replace finite open coverings (extendable fringes) by the
finite U -open coverings (U -fringes) in the sense of Charalambous [6]. The resulting
inverse limit and direct limit groups denote by U − Hˇ fn (X,X0;A) and U − Hˇ nf (X,X0;A)
(U−H∞n (X,X0;A) andU−Hn∞(X,X0;A)). As above, we can prove that if a pair (X,X0)
is consisting of precompact uniform space X and its U -closed subspace X0, then
U − Hˇ fn (cX\X,cX0\X0;A)= U −H∞n (X,X0;A),
U − Hˇ nf (cX\X,cX0\X0;A)= U −Hn∞(X,X0;A).
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